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Abstract 
We give here an effective massively parallel algorithm allowing factorization of polynomials 
with non-commuting variables and integer coefficients. 
This algorithm is built upon the hypercube representation of many-variable polynomials intro- 
duced by Beauzamy-Frot-Millou [l], and implemented on the Connection Machine CM200. It 
allows full use of the massively parallel programmation of the CM200. 
0. Introduction 
The factorization of polynomials with integer coefficients is a fundamental tool. It 
works well when dealing with univariate polynomials. In this case the Berlekamp [2]- 
Zassenhaus [5] method is used. In the multivariate case the polynomial is first reduced 
to an univariate polynomial that is factorized, and the found factors are then lifted to 
multivariate factors by a p-adic interpolation (see [3]). It does not work well when 
the number of variables is high. Wang [4] obtained some interesting results about the 
parallelization of this algorithm. 
The factorization considered here concerns only the polynomials with non-commuting 
variables. In this case the classical algorithm does not work. The variables of the 
polynomial are non-commuting when they are not integer, real, or complex numbers, 
but operators or matrices, a situation frequently met in Partial Differential Equations 
or Quantum Mechanics. 
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The algorithm described here is built upon the hypercube representation introduced 
by Beauzamy-Frot-Millour [l]. With this representation, the idea of the factorization 
becomes quite natural. It was suggested to us by Beauzamy. 
In Section 1 we will present the mathematical principles allowing this factorization. 
Then in Section 2, we will describe the algorithm as it has been implemented on the 
CM200. And finally we will study its complexity. 
1. Principle of the factorization 
1.1. The hypercube representation of a polynomial 
Let P be an homogeneous polynomial of degree p with N variables and with integer 
coefficients : 
N 
m , . . . ,xN) = c cil,...,i, Xi, ” ‘xip’ 
il,...,i,=l 
where cil ,._,i, E Z, for all il,. . ., i,. 
Let us first recall how the hypercube associated to P is built (cf. [l]). We consider 
the interval [0, l] and its Cartesian product [0, l]J' (~2 1). 
Let N > 1 be the number of variables in P. We divide [0, l] into N equal pieces 
by introducing the points l/N,2/N,. . . , N/N. 
In the hypercube [0, l]J’ we consider the points Mi,,...,i, with coordinates ii/N, . . ., 
ip/N (1 <iI , . . . , i, <N). There are NJ’ such points. We fill the hypercube the following 
way: at each point A& ,,,,_, i, we put the coefficient ci ,,,,_, ipr for all il,. . ., i,. 
The set of coefficients ci,,,,,,iP) mapped on the points n/ii,,,.,,iP, is called the hypercube 
associated to P, and is denoted by H(P). We write 
H(P) = {ci, ,..., i,)r Gil,..., i,<N . 
Let us give an example to illustrate this representation. Consider the following poly- 
nomial with 2 variables and degree 3: 
P = x; +2x1x; +3x2x*x2 +4x,2x, -x; -2X2x; -3x*x2x*. 
The hypercube associated to P is the 3-dimensional cube of length 2 : 
The hypercube presented here is similar to the one introduced by Beauzamy-Frot- 
Millour, with the very important difference that it is not symmetric, because the vari- 
ables do not commute. 
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1.2. The factorization method 
Let P be the polynomial we want to factorize. Assume that it can be factorized into 
two terms 
P = QxR, 
with 
Q = IF, aj,,...~m xjl . . . Xj,,, , 
j, ,...j,=l 
IV 
R = C b/ ,,.._, I, XI, . ‘XI, , 
1,,...,1,=1 
where aJl ,.,.,jm , bi,,...,~n E & and m + n = P. 
Since the variables do not commute, the product can be written simply 
QR = C C aj ,,... j, bl, ,__., 1, xjl . ‘xjm XI, . . ‘XI, . 
JI. . . . . jm iI,...,l” 
Therefore, the coefficient of Xi, . . ~x~,x~,+, . . ‘xi,+, is given by 
ci ,,..., i,,, i,,,+ ,,..., i,,, = ai ,,..., i, bi,+ ,,..., i,+, . 
This means that the p-dimensional hypercube {ci,,,..,i,} is just the Cartesian product (de- 
fined in [ 11) of the m- dimensional hypercube {ai,,.,,,i,} by the n-dimensional hypercube 
{bi”>,l . . . ..k*n 1. 
Examp’e- t3’i + 4x2x~ +x1x2 +2x:)(x1 + 2x2) = 3X; + 4X2x; +X1x2X1 + b;xl + 6x:x2 + 
8x2~1~2 +2x,x: +4x:. 
-2 
X 
-4 
We assume that the coefficients cl ,,___, i, (il,. . . , i, = 1,. . ,N) have no common divisor. 
In our problem we know p, but not m and n. 
If P admits, as a right factor, a polynomial R of degree n, the p-dimensional hy- 
percube {cil,.,,,i,} associated to P is the product of the (p - n)-dimensional hypercube 
{ai ,,__., iP_,}, by the n-dimensional hypercube {hip_“+ ,,_,,, ip}. Thus, for all it,. . . ,i,, we 
have 
cil,..., i, = ai, _.., i,_, bip_-n+l ,..., i, . 
So we deduce the following proposition. 
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Proposition. If P admits, as a right factor, a polynomial R of degree n, then for all 
1,,12 )..., I, = I),,.) N, the NJ’-” numbers 
{ci ,,..., i,_,,[ ,,,.,, I  ; h,. . . , i,-, = 1, . . . , N} 
have a non-trivial divisor. 
For any It ,..,, I, such that 1611 <N ,..., 1 ~1, <N, we denote bl,,..., I,, the integer 
4 ,...,I. = GCD {Gil ,..., i,_, ll,_.., I, ; h,. . . , i,-, = 1,. . . ,N}. 
For any choice of il , . . . , i,_, we evaluate the N” terms 
c. rl,...,i,_,,ll,..., lbl, ,..., in . 
If for all 1 1,. . . , I, they are equal, we set 
ai, ,..., i,_, = cil,..., i,-,,I, ,..., ,,,lbl, ,.., 1,. 
Thus, if for each choice of i,, . . . ’ , zp_+ we are able to construct he coefficients ai, ,.,.,ip_” 
(which means that the terms c. zlr . .. . i,_,,l, ,..., I./b{, ,..., I, are equal when 11, . ...&, vary), we 
conclude that P admits a factor R of degree n on the right. The a’s are the coefficients 
of Q and the b’s those of R. 
2. Description of the algorithm 
As a preliminary remark, we observe that searching for a factor of degree k on the 
right is mathematically equivalent to searching for a factor of degree p-k on the left. 
But if the degrees are different, the speed of execution may be different in both cases. 
As above, we denote by H(P) = {ci,,,,.,i,} the hypercube associated to P. 
2.1. Searching for a factor on the left 
To determine if P admits a factor of degree k on the left, we will first calculate the 
GCDs of the sets of numbers 
(Sl,..., ik,I1,..., I,-~~ ii,. . . , ik = 1,. . . ,N}. 
It is a subset of H(P) with dimension k and length N. These NPVk GCDs are denoted 
by br I,,.., 1,-k (II,..., lp-k = I,... ,N). 
To compute the GCDs we have to apply Euclid’s algorithm in parallel along the k 
last axes of H(P). The following scheme is used to compute the GCDs: 
Input : H(P) 
Output :H’(P) 
Begin : For A from 1 to k do 
D=l 
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while (D < number of elements on the axis A) 
H' = shift (H along axis A by a length D> 
D=D*2 
End 
H = Parallel Euclid betwen H and H' 
A = A+1 
This algorithm computes the hypercube 
H’(P) = {C:lv..tlk,l I,.. , Ip-_k 1, 
where 
I 
‘j,,... jk,ll,.-.&p-k = GCD{ci,,...,ik, I,,...,~~_~ ; il,...,ik = l,...,N) 
= b,,,...,lp-~. 
Example. 
3- 4 4- 3 
WB \ 
Parallel Euclide 
l-l 1 -1 
Parallel Euclide 
We divide now, in parallel, H(P) by H’(P) to obtain the hypercube H”(P) : 
where 
c;:, 4.1 ,ik.II I..., lp-k = Ci,....,ik,ll,...,l,-klC(,,...,ik,l,,...,l,_k 
= Gil ,..., ik,ll,..., Ip--k/bll, . . . . Ip-k 
for all r‘l,..., &,ll,..., !p__k = l,,,., N. 
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The polynomial P admits a factor of degree k on the left if, for every value of 
il , . . . , ik, all the quotients ci ,,.,., h / ,,._,, / _~/bl,,.,_, lp_-k are equal when 11,. . , lp-k vary. 
If this condition is satisfied, we set 
ai ,,.,., ik = cil,..., ik,ll,..., Ip--klb/l,...,lp--k~ 
which is independent of Ii , . . . , lp_k = 1,. . . , N. 
So we obtain {ai,,.,,,ik}, the hypercube associated to Q, and {br,y..,,p_k}, the hypercube 
associated to R, and P = QR. 
Example. 
3- 4 H”(P) H(R)= /2 
1 
We need now to test the equality between elements coming from different subsets 
of H”(P). 
2.2. Comparing subsets of H”(P) 
The polynomial P has a factor of degree k on the left if for all Ii, . . . , lp-k the 
c!’ ,,,,,,, i, l ,,,,,,, p_i are equal. Let us denote by Si ,,,,,, ii the subset of H”(P) defined by: 
sil,-,ik = for all Ii,. . . , lp_k. 
The previous condition means that all these subsets are equal. Some of them may have 
all their elements equal to zero. This occurs when one of the variables does not appear 
in one of the factors. It turns out that this null subsets should not be taken into account 
in our test. 
In order to solve this problem, we calculate the logical “or” of the elements of the 
different subsets. So if all the elements of a subset are equal to zero, the value of the 
logical “or” will be zero, but if one element at least is nonzero, the logical “or” will 
be nonzero too. This way, we can mask the null subsets. 
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With the remaining elements, we construct from H”(P) the two hypercubes 
and 
{I “p_ (Gil ,..., &,[I,..., Ip--klb~~.....~p--k 1). 
I> ,p i 
The equality (element by element) of these two hypercubes is equivalent to the equality 
of the coefficients ci: ,_,, ik,l ,,,__, i,_t for all II,. . . , Zp_k. 
Therefore, if these’two hypercubes are equal, P admits a factor of degree k on the 
left. 
2.3. Searching for a factor on the right 
As we saw above, we can find factors on the left of any degree. But with the 
described method, it is faster (in computing time) to search for a factor of degree 1 
than to search for a factor of degree p - 1. Indeed, in the first case, we apply one 
parallel Euclid algorithm and in the second case p - 1. The GCD processing time 
grows with the degree of the searched factor. 
In order to find factors on the right as quickly as on the left, we will apply the 
same searching method (described in Section 1) to the Hppk subsets {c~,,...,~,_,,;,,...,~~ } 
of H(P). 
We use the same algorithm to search the GCDs of this subset, but now we shift 
along the k last axes of H(P). So the processing time for the search of factors of 
degree k (k d p/2) on the right or on the left are identical. 
2.4. The structure of the algorithm 
The polynomial factorization algorithm uses the following scheme: 
Input : P 
Output :the list of all stocked factors 
Begin : Endtest : = degree (P> 
i := 1 
j := 1 
while (Endtest > I> do 
Searching for a factor of degree i on the left 
Endtest i := Endtest -1 
If the search succeeds (thus P=QxR) 
i := 1 
P := R 
stock Q 
Else i := i+l 
Searching for a factor of degree j on the right 
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End 
Endtest := Endtest -1 
If the search succeeds (thus P=QxR) 
j := 1 
P := Q 
Stock R 
Else j :=j+l 
Remark. When we find a factor of degree k, either on the let? or on the right, 
this factor is irreducible, since we did not find any factor of lower degree 
before. 
3. Efficiency of the algorithm 
Assume we have a polynomial with N variables and degree m ; we want to estimate 
the complexity of our algorithm applied to this polynomial. 
We first study the complexity of the search of a factor of degree k on the left or on 
the right. To search for a factor of degree k, we need to shift along k axes, and along 
each axis we will do log, N parallel Euclid’s algorithms and communications. So we 
have k log, N communications and parallel Euclid’s algorithm to do. Thus, the global 
complexity of our algorithm is 
lm’2J 
C 2k log, N N m2 log, N. 
k=l 
So the algorithm is quadratic in terms of the degree and logarithmic in terms of the 
number of variables. This remark was already made in [l], dealing with products. 
This theoretical computation fits with the following benchmarks : 
Time needed in milliseconds in order to find factors of degree k, on the left for a 
polynomial of degree 15 with 5 variables: 
00 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
k 
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Time needed to search for factors of degree 5, on the left for N-variable polynomials 
of degree 15: 
23 
22 
21 
‘j; 20 
E 
z 
19 
18 
‘= 17 
16 
15 
14 /I 
2 3 4 5 
N 
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